Awards Winner Susan Anne Mason Launches a New Historical Romance Series

- Faith and family are at the heart of this warm and touching historical romance
- "A skillful mix of tense family drama, historical romance, and memorable characters that will stay with readers." —Library Journal on A Worthy Heart
- Offers a fascinating glimpse into high society of Toronto after WWI

In the aftermath of WWI, Grace Abernathy is determined to reunite with her family, crossing an ocean to convince her widowed sister to return home to England. Yet Toronto holds more tragedy and her nephew Christian is now in the custody of his paternal relatives, the formidable Easton family, who rejected Grace’s sister because of her low social status.

Unconvinced the Eastons can be fitting caretakers, Grace jumps at the chance to be Christian's nanny and observe the family up close under an assumed name. In the course of her new position, she is shocked to discover herself falling for Andrew Easton, the boy’s guardian. Unfortunately, Andrew is promised to a spoiled socialite who will make a terrible stepmother for Christian. Will Grace be able to protect her nephew . . . and her heart?

**ABOUT THE AUTHOR:**

Susan Anne Mason’s historical novel *Irish Meadows* won the Fiction from the Heartland contest from the Mid-American Romance Authors Chapter of RWA, as well as the Christian Retailer’s Choice Award for Debut Novel. A member of ACFW, Susan lives outside of Toronto, Ontario, with her husband and two children. She can be found online at susanannemason.com.

The cover can be downloaded at bethanyhouse.com